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Abstract. Sequential pattern mining is a well-studied problem. In the context
of mobile computing, moving sequential patterns that reflects the moving behavior of mobile users attracted researchers’ interests recently. In this paper a
novel and efficient technique is proposed to mine moving sequential patterns.
Firstly the idea of clustering is introduced to process the original moving histories into moving sequences as a preprocessing step. Then an efficient algorithm
called PrefixTree is presented to mine the moving sequences. Performance
study shows that PrefixTree outperforms LM algorithm, which is revised to
mine moving sequences, in mining large moving sequence databases.

1 Introduction
Mining moving sequential patterns has great significance for effective and efficient
location management in wireless communication systems. The problem of mining
moving sequential patterns is a special case of mining traditional sequential patterns
with the extension of support. There are mainly four differences between mining
conventional sequential patterns and moving sequential patterns. Firstly, if two items
are consecutive in a moving sequence α, and α is a subsequence of β, those two items
must be consecutive in β. This is because we care about what the next move is for a
mobile user in mining moving sequential patterns. Secondly, in mining moving sequential patterns the support considers the number of occurrences in a moving sequence that helps a more reasonable pattern discovery, so the support of a moving
sequence is the sum of the number of occurrence in all the moving sequences of the
whole moving sequence database. Thirdly, the Apriori property plays an important
role for efficient candidate pruning in mining traditional sequential patterns. For example, suppose <ABC> is a frequent length-3 sequence, and then all the length-2
subsequences {<AB>, <AC>, <BC>} must be frequent in mining sequential patterns.
In mining moving sequential patterns <AC> may not be frequent. This is because a
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mobile user can only move into a neighboring cell in a wireless system and items
must be consecutive in mining moving sequential patterns. In addition, <AC> is not a
subsequence of <ABC> any more in mining moving sequential patterns and that any
subsequence of a frequent moving sequence must be frequent is still fulfilled from
that meaning, which is called Pseudo-Apriori property. The last difference is that a
moving sequence is an order list of items, but not an order list of itemsets, where each
item is a cell id.
Wen-Chih Peng et al. presented a data-mining algorithm, which involves mining
for user moving patterns in a mobile computing environment in [1]. Moving pattern
mining is based on a roundtrip model [2], and their LM algorithm selects an initial
location S, which is either VLR or HLR whose geography area contains the homes of
the mobile users. Suppose a mobile user goes to a strange place for one month or
longer, the method in [1] cannot find the proper moving pattern to characterize the
mobile user. A more general method should not give any assumption of the start point
of a moving pattern. Basically, algorithm LM is a variant one from GSP [3]. The
Apriori-based methods can efficiently prune candidate sequence patterns based on
Aprior property, but in moving sequential pattern mining we cannot prune candidate
sequences efficiently because the moving sequential pattern only preserves PseudoApriori property. In the meanwhile Apriori-based algorithms still encounter problem
when a sequence database is large and/or when sequential patterns to be mined are
numerous and/or long [4].
Time factor is considered for personal paging area design in [5]. G. Das et al. present a clustering based method to discretize a times series in [6]. Time is also a very
important factor in mining moving sequential patterns. In this paper, firstly the idea of
clustering is also introduced into the mining of moving sequential patterns to discretize the time attribute of the moving histories, and the moving histories are transformed into moving sequences based on the clustering result. Then based on the idea
of projection and Pseudo-Apriori property, an efficient moving sequential pattern
mining algorithm called PrefixTree is proposed, which can effectively represent candidate frequent moving sequences with a key tree structure of prefix trees. In addition, the wireless network topology based optimization approach is also presented to
improve the efficiency of the PrefixTree algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Data preprocessing and the PrefixTree algorithm are given in section 2. Section 3 gives the experimental results from
different viewpoints. Discussion is made in section 4.

2 Mining Moving Sequential Patterns
User moving history is the moving logs of a mobile user, which is an ordered (c, t)
list where c is the cell ID and t is the time when the mobile user reaches cell c. Let
MH=<(c1, t1), (c2, t2), (c3, t3), …(cn, tn)> be a moving history, and MH means the mobile user enters c1 at t1, leaves c1 and enters c2 at t2, leaves c2 and enters c3 at t3…and
finally enters cn at tn. Each (ci, ti)∈MH (1≤i≤n) is called an element of MH. The time
difference between two consecutive elements in a moving history reflects a mobile
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users’ moving speed (or sojourn time in a cell). If the difference is high, it shows the
mobile user moves at a relatively low speed; otherwise, if the difference is low, it
shows the mobile user moves at a relatively high speed. The idea of using clustering
to discretize time is that if a mobile user possesses regular moving behavior, then he
often moves on the same set of paths, and the arrival time to each point of the paths is
similar.
The clustering algorithm CURD [7] is used to discretize the time attribute of the
moving histories. For each cell c in the cell set, all the elements in the moving history
database D is collected, denoted by ES(c)={(c, t)|∃(c, t)∈MHi and MHi∈D}. Then the
CURD algorithm is used to cluster the element set ES(c), where Euclidean distance
on time t is used as the similarity function between two elements in ES(c). This is a
clustering problem in one-dimension space. After the clustering processing we have a
clustering result as {(c, Ts, Te)|Ts, Te∈T and Ts≤Te}(T is the time domain), which
means the mobile user often enters cell c at the period [Ts, Te].
The main idea of data transformation is to replace the MH elements with the corresponding clusters that they belong to. The transformed moving history is called a
moving sequence, and the transformed moving history database is called moving
sequence database. Each moving history can be transformed into one and only one
moving sequence because the clustering method guarantees that any MH element
belongs to one and only one cluster.
The PrefixTree algorithm only need scan the database three times, and the key idea
of PrefixTree is the use of the prefix trees. Prefix tree is a compact representation of
candidate moving sequential patterns. The root is the frequent item, and is defined at
depth one. Each node contains three attributes: one is the item, one is the count attribute which means the support of the item, and the last one is the flag indicating
whether the node is traversed. The items of a node’s children are all contained in its
candidate consecutive items. In the first two scans PrefixTree generates the frequent
itmes, frequent length-2 moving sequential patterns and CCIs of each frequent item,
and the prefix trees are constructed in the third scan. For each item Ci, we call the
items that may appear just after it candidate consecutive items. It is easy to know that
only the items after Ci in a moving sequence may be the consecutive items of Ci,
denoted by CCI(Ci). And for any item Cj∈CCI(Ci), length-2 moving sequence <CiCj>
is frequent. It is easy for us to generate the moving sequential patterns based on the
prefix trees. Every moving sequence from the root node to the leaf node is a candidate frequent moving sequences. Scanning all the prefix trees once can generate all
the moving sequential patterns. The support of each node decreases with the depth
increase, so a new frequent moving sequence is generated when we traverse the prefix
trees from the root to the leaves when encountering a node whose count is less than
the support threshold.
The extension of support is considered when generating the prefix trees, which can
be done by generating projected sequences. Another novelty of the PrefixTree algo-

rithm is that it doesn’t generate projected physical files, which is different from
traditional projection-based sequential algorithms [4] and is a time-cost work.
Due to the room reason, we cannot give too many details here.
As pointed in [8], the initial candidate set generation, especially for the length-2
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frequent patterns, is the key issue to improve the performance of data mining. Fortunately, sometimes the apriori of the wireless network topology can be got. From the
apriori the neighboring cells for each cell can be known in advance. It has been
pointed out that for any two consecutive items in a moving sequence, one item must
be the other one’s neighboring cell or itself. The number of neighbor cells is often
small, for example it is two in one-dimension model, and six in two-dimension hexagonal model and eight in two-dimension mesh model, and is relative small even in
graph model [9]. So based on this apriori the number of the candidate length-2 moving sequential patterns is decreased much, and then the frequent length-2 moving
sequential patterns can be efficiently generated.

3 Experimental Results and Performance Study
All experiments are performed on a 1.7GHz Pentium 4 PC machine with 512M main
memory and 60G hard disk, running Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. All the
methods are implemented using JBuilder 6.0. The synthetic dataset used in our experiments comes from SUMATRA (Stanford University Mobile Activity TRAces,
which is available at http://www-db.stanford.edu/sumatra/). BALI-2: Bay Area Location Information (real-time) dataset records the mobile users’ moving and calling
activities in a day. The mobile user averagely moves 7.2 times in a day in 90 zones,
so the number of items is 90 and the average length of the moving sequences is 8.2.
BALI-2 contains about 40,000 moving sequences, which are used for our experiments.
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Fig. 1. Performance study with varying support threshold, where the left part and the right part
are without and with optimization respectively
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Fig. 2. Performance study with varying number of moving sequences, where the left part and
the right part are without and with optimization respectively

Fig.1 and Fig.2 show that the PrefixTree algorithm, which needs only three scans
of the moving sequence database, is more efficient and scalable than the Revised LM
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algorithm, which needs multiple scans of the moving sequence database limited with
the length of the longest moving sequential pattern. In addition, the optimization
based on the wireless network topology improves much the efficiency of mining
processing. Let |D| is the number of moving sequences in database D, and L is the
length of the longest moving sequential pattern. Let reading a moving sequence in a
data file costs 1 unit of I/O. The I/O cost of the Revised LM algorithm is equal to
L(|D|); the I/O cost of PrefixTree is equal to 3(|D|). From the I/O costs analysis we
could get a coarse conclusion that the PrefixTree algorithm is more efficient than the
Revised LM algorithm if L is bigger than 3. The above simple I/O analysis of the
PrefixTree algorithm and the Revised LM algorithm gives an evience of the PrefixTree algorithm’s efficiency showed in the experimental results.

4 Discussion
In this paper the idea of clustering method is introduced to discretize the time attribute in moving histories. And then a novel and efficient method, called PrefixTree, is
proposed to mine the moving sequences. Its main idea is to generate projected sequences and construct the prefix trees based on candidate consecutive items. It is
highly desirable because in most cases the user tends to try a few minimum supports
before being satisfied with the result. Another valuable function of the PrefixTree
algorithm is supporting parameter tuning, which means the prefix trees with a higher
support threshold can be generated directly from the prefix trees with a smaller one.
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